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§1. Introduction

Let X be a smooth projectivc varicty defined over a numbcr ficld K. Let L be a
finite extension of K and denote by Zj (X; L) the free abelian group generated by
codilllension j subvarieties of X which are defined over L. There is a cyc1e dass
map

A conjecture of Tate asserts that this map is surjective. It has been shown to hold
for lnany varieties. Let us denote by

the space of Tate cyc1es on X defined over Land by

the spacc of all Tate cyc1cs on X. The ahn of this paper is to describe all the Tate
cycles on the product of two Hilbert modular surfaces, however we are unable to
say if these Tate cyc1es COllIe from algebraic cydes.

Let F be areal quadratic field and let 8 denote a Hilbert 1110dular surfacc
corresponding to this field. Thus, 8 = 8K is a surface defined over Q which is
the smooth cOlnpactification of an open surfacc 8° which satisfies
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2 TATE CYCLES ON A PRODUCT OF TWO HILBERT MODULAR. SURFACES

where G = R p / QGL2/ F , K is a cOInpact open subgroup of G(Af ) and K oo 

K~Z where K~ is thc connected cOlllponent of the idcntity of a Illaxirnal compact
subgroup of GL2 (F ® IR),

and Z is the center of GL2 (F ® IR).

Let F I and F2 be two real quadratic fields and let 81 and 82 clcnote corresponcling
Hilbert Illodular surfaces with respect to K 1 and [(2 (respectively). In this paper we
show that Tat(81 x 82 ) is spanned by Tal(8d ® Tat(82) and certain codimension
2 cycles which we shall construct. Since Tate cycles on a Hilbert 1110dlllar surface
are known to be algebraic ([HLR], [MR], [KJ), the Tate conjecture for 81 x 82 is
therefore equivalent to proving the algebraicity of these cycles.

§2. Preliminaries on the tensor product of two dimensional representa
tions

In this section we prove several results about thc tensor product of two 2 di
Inensional representations. All the results proved are of a rather elementary nature
and are surely well-known but for lack of suitable reference, we have inclllded all
the proofs. Thc results of this section are for abstract representations of a general
group.

Theorem 2.1. The tensor product of two 2 dimensional irreducible representations
is redncible only if either both the representations are dihedral, or they are a twist
of each other by a character.

The proof of this theorern will be cOlnpleted in several steps which we break
in the following lelllluas and propositions. SOille of. these will be of independent
interest to us in later sections.

Lemma 2.2. Let 1fl and 1f2 be two representations of a gr01Lp into O(V, C) (or,
GO(V, C)) which become equivalent in GL(V, C). Then if 1f1 (and therefore 1f2)
leaves invariant up to scaling a quadratic form unique up to sealing, 1fl is equivalent
to 1f2 in O(V, C) (or, GO(V, C)).

Proof: We omit the totally straightforward proof.

Lemma 2.3. Let V be a 4-dimensional representation of a gr01Lp G such that for a
choice of a quadratic form unique up to sealars, the representation 0/ G lands inside
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GO(V). Then if V '" VI es V2 , and also V '" W I es W 2 , then there exists a character
X oi G und i E {l,2} such that VI ~ Wi es X und V2 ~ Wj (9 X-I for j =I- i.

Proof: We have the exact sequence

o--t C* --t GL(2, C) x GL(2, C) -t GSO(4, C) -t 0

which is obtained by taking the external tensor product of the standard 2 dimen
sional representation of GL(2, C) with itself. It follows that if the representation of
G inside GSO(V, C) is written as VI ® V2 and also as WIes W 2 , then these correspond
to two ways of lifting the representation of G into GSO(V, C) to GL(2, C) xGL(2, C).
Since the kernel of thc mapping of GL(2, C) x GL(2, C) to GSO(V, C) is central,
the ambigllity in such a lifting is by a character into C*. By the previous lelnnla,
the representation V is weIl defined up to conjugacy inside GO(V, C), anel that
coneludes thc proof of this lemma.

Remark. That the previous lemnla is not true without some hypothesis is shown
by the following cxaulple. Let G = {±1, ±i, ±j, ±k} bc the quaternion group of
order 8. It has a unique irreduciblc representation p of diInension 2. Then it is easy
to see that p®p '" {lEBa}®{lEBß}, where a anel ß are any two distinct non-trivial
charactcrs of G.

Lemma 2.4. Let (J be an irretlucible 2-dimensional representation 0/ a grau]) G. 1f
for a non-trivial character X 0/ G, a ~ a ® X, then X is of order 2 and a is induced
from a character on the kernel 01 x.

Proof: Since det(a ® X) = det(a)x2 = dct(O'), X2 = 1. Let H bc thc kernel of X.
Let A E Horne (a, a es X) be a non-zero eleluent. Since X2 = 1, A 2 is an intertwining
operator from a to itself. After scaling A, we can therefore assurne that A2 = 1.
Since X =I- 1, A is not the ielentity Inap. (We think of A as an endoInorphism of thc
vector space underlying a.) This iIuplies that the eigenspaces of A with eigenvalucs
±l are non-zero, and invariant uuder H. The action of H on these clefine two
characters of H either of which ineluce to givc thc reprcscutation (J orG.

Remark. The saIne proof as above can be used when diIn(a) = 3 to prove that if
0' '" 0' ® X for a non-trivial charactcr X, thcn X is of order 3, and a is induced froIn
a character of a subgroup of index 3 defincd by x.

Corollary 2.5. If the tensor product al ® a2 of two 2-diInensional irreducible
representations of a group. G contains two charactcrs then both al and (72 are
induced from a subgroup H of G of index 2.
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Proof: Write 0"1 ® 0"2 = Xl EB X2 EB T. By Schur's lemnla, Xl =1= X2, and we have
0"1 '" 0"2 ® Xl, and 0"1 ~ a2 ® X2 for distinct characters Xl and X2- This inlplies that
0"1 and a2 are dihedral.

Corollary 2.6. Syrn2(0") is reducible if and only if 0" is dihedral.

Proof : Since a ® 0" = Syrn2(0") EB }\2(a), if Sym2(0") is rcducible , 0" ® 0" II1USt
contain two characters of C, and we are done by the previous corollary.

Lemma 2.7. Let C be a gr071p, N a subgroup 0/ index 2, and H a subgroup 01 index
2 01 N. Let 0" be a 2-dimensional irreducible representation 0/ Gwhich is (L sum 0/
2 characters when restricted to H. Then the representation 0" 01 C is dihedral.

Proof :Before we begin the proof we note thc following elemcntary fact which will
be llsed many tiInes in the proof without explicit mention. The fact is that if wc
havc a character of a norrnal subgroup with cyclic quotient which is invariant under
the whole grouP, thcn the character extends to thc group. Now, let aiR = Xl EB X2.

Case 1: H is nonnal in G. In this casc all the conjugates of Xl nnder the inner
conjugation action of C on H occurs in the restrietion of (J" to H. Therefore there
is an index 2 subf:,'Toup of C leaving Xl stable. Xl will extcnd to a character of this
index 2 subgroup, anel 0" will be induced fronl such an extcnded character.

Case 2: H is not normal in G. In this case there is a unique subgroup H' =I=- H
in N of index 2 which is a conjugate of H under the action of G. Therefore H nH'
is a nornlal subgroup of C. Since H anel H' are conjugate in C, a rcstricted to
H' is also thc SUlll of two characters. If Xl =I=- X2 on H n H', then the eigenspaces
of H n H' corresponding to Xl and X2 are unique lines on which the actions of
Hand 11' IllUSt extcnd, therefore N will also leave stable these two lines, and a

will be induced frolll the character of N on one of these two lines. If Xl = X2 on
H n H', then C operates triviallyon Xl rcstricted to H n H'. Let H" be the index
2 subgroup of N containing H n H' but distinct froIn Hand H'. Thcn H" is a
norn1al subgroup of C of index 4 to which Xl will extend to, and we are done as in
case 1.

Proposition 2.8. Let 0"1 and 0"2 be two 2-dirnensional irreducible representations 01
a group C. Then ij 0"1 ®0"2 is a S1Lln 01 two 2-dimensional ilTeducible reIJresentations
then both 0"1 and a2 are dihedral r>epresentations.

Proof: Suppose that 0"1 ® 0"2 = Tl EB T2 with both Tl and T2 irreclucible. Since
both 0"1 and 0"2 are two dimensional representations, 0"1 anel a2 prcserve alternating
forms up to scaling on a two diInensional vector space. Taking the tensor product
of thc alternating forms, we get a quadratic form on the vector space underlying
0"1 00"2 which (J"l ® a2 preserves up to scaling.
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Define the nullity of a quadratic space to be the dimension of the InaxiInal sub
space which is perpendicular to' the whole space under the bilinear forlll. The
maximal null space is invariant under the similitude group. Since Tl and T2 are
irreducible representatiollS, the nullity of the quadratic spaces underlying Tl and
T2 lllUSt be either 0 01' 2. If thc nullity of the vcctor space undcrlying Tl is 2, i.c.,
thc quadratic form on Tl is identically zero, the bilinear fonn on Tl x 72 -+ k must
be llon-degenerate. This iInplies that as represcntatiolls of G, T2 t"V Tl 0 X for a
character X of G. Thereforc Tl EB T2 :: Tl 0 [1 El1 (clet Tl) -1X-I]. If Tl is not a diheclral
representation, then there is up to scaling a unique quaclratic fonn on Tl EB T2 which
is left invariant up to scaling by G. This iUlplies by Lelullla 2.3 that one of 0"1 01'

0"2 is reducible, contrary to OUT assuluption. Thercfore Tl and T2 IUUSt be dihedral.
This is also the case whcn both Tl anel T2 are non-degenerate subspaces. Therefore
in all cases if 0"1 ® 0"2 = Tl EI;) 72 with both Tl and T2 irreducible, the representations
corresponding to Tl and T2 land inside GO(2). Since G80(2) is of index 2 inside
GO(2), the reprcsentations Tl and T2 dcfinc subgroups H 1 and H 2 of G of index 2.
Howevcr H 1 = H 2 as thc represcntation 0"1 ® 0"2 = Tl EB T2 is inside G80(4). Since
G80(2) is abelian, we find from Corollary 2.5 combined with LClnlua 2.7 that the
representations 0"1 and 0"2 are dihedral.

This completes the proof of the theorem at the beginning of thc section. We next
note the following lemma. .

Lemma 2.9. FOT 2 dimensional irreducible non-dihedral Tepresentations 0"1 and
0"2 01 a graup G, Sym2

0"1 3:' Sym20"2 il and anly ij 0"1 t"V (12 (9 X fo1' a quadratic
character X 0/ G.

Proof: Taking thc detcrnünant of Syrn2O'1 and SY1n2O'2, we have that det O'r =
det o'~. Now thc vector space underlying Sym20"1 has a qlladratic fonn on it for
which the siInilitude factor is (det 0"1)2. Thereforc fronl the isoluorphism of SY7n20'1

with Sym2O'2, (detO'd2 = (det0"2)2. Combining this with thc earlier identity
(detO'1)3 = (detO'2)3, we get that detO'l = detO'2. Thcrefore detO'1l Sym2 0"1 t"V

det 0'2
1
Syrrt2(J2. Or, Ad(O't} t"V Ad(O'2)' Therefore 0'1 t"V 0'2 ® X for a character X of

C of order 2.

Remark 2.10. More generally, exactly the sanle argulllcnt as above yiclds that if
Sym2 (J1 t"V Sym2O'2 ® Jl for a charactcr J.L of C, then 0'1 t"V (J2 ® X for a character X
of G with Jl = X2

.

§3. Tensor Induction

Fronl thc work of many luathernaticians clllnünating in the work of R.Taylor,
one knows that to a cohomological autornorphic fonn 1f on GL(2) of a totally real
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nUlllber field k, thcre is a 2-dimensional i-adk rcprcsentation an of Gal(Q/k) with
the same L-function as 7r. If thc degTee of k over Q is d, thcn the automorphic
rcpresentation 'Jr contributes a 2cl dimensional i-adic rcprcscntation of Gal(Q/Q)
to the dth COhOluology of thc corresponding Hilbert modular variety. Thc process
of going frorn a 2-dimensional representation of Gal (Q/k) to the 2cl-dilnensional
representation of Gal(Q/Q) is a general onc which we review now.

Given any finite dimensional reprcsentation V of dünension n of a subgroup H
of any group C there is a representation of G denoted by M(V) of dilncnsion n d

which is called tensor induction or multiplicative induction. We will not recall thc
definition of M(V) here but refer the reader to [C-R]. However we note that if H is
a norulal subgronp of G then the representation M(V) of G whcn restricted to H
is the tcnsor product of the various conjugates of V nncler the action of GIH. Thc
representation M(V) has thc following properties.

(1) M(V1 ® V2 ) ~ M(V1 ) 69 M(V2 ).

(2) M(V)* rv M(V*)

(3) M(X) for a character X of H is the transfer of X to C, Le., it is the composite
of X under the transfer luap GI[G, G] -+ HI[H, H].

We also recaU that thc transfer luap from the Weil group Wk to thc subgroup
WK is given by the inclllsion of the iclele group of k into that of K.

The tensor induction has the property that if H is a nOrlnal subgroup of C, then

for the conjugation by any e1emCllt 9 of G on any representation V of H.

Finally, for our purposes, if H is a subgronp of G of index 2 and V is a represen
tation of C, then

where WGIH is the non-trivial character of C trivial on H.

§4. Cohomology of a Hilbert modular surface

Let S be a Hilbert luodular surface associated to areal quadratic field F. We
have the decoluposition

where S is the Baily-Borel compactification of So, I H denotes intersection coho
ruology and Soo denotes the divisor at the cusps such that S = So U Soo. The action
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of the Hecke algebra induces a deeomposition of Gal(Q/Q) Iuodules

IHj(S) = ffiHt(Jr).

The automorphic representations Jr of GL(2) oyer F whieh appeal' in the aboyc
deeoluposition have the eomponent at infinity Jr00 to be thc lowcst diserete series of
PGL(2, F 0lR); in partieular, the eentral charaeter at infinity of such Jr is trivial.

For representations Jr as abovc, there is a reprcsentation (J-rr of Gal(Q/F) of
dimension 2 with the property that

L((J7rl s) = L(Jr, s)

wherc thc L function on thc right is the standard L-funetion assoeiatecl to Jr. Au
tomorphic representations 1r for which there exists a Galois reprcsentation (J-rr with
the above equality of L-funetions are eallcd autolnorphic representations with asso
ciated Galois reprcsentations.

We have Hf (Jr) = M ((J'7r) as Gal (Q/Q) reprcscntations whcre M ((J1r) is thc 4
dimensional representation of Gal(Q/Q) obtained froln thc rcprescntation (J7r of
Gal(Q/F) by thc proeess of tensor incluetion of last section. In particular, the
rcp~esentationHI(1r) restricted to Gal(Q/F) is (J1r ® (J; where T is the non-trivial
element of the Galois group of F over Q operating by conjugation on (J7r'

The work of Harder, Langlands, Rapoport describes the Tate classes in thc 2nd
eoholnology of a Hilbert modular surfaee. We review SOIne of their work here. Wc
begin with thc following ellrious lClnma.

Lemma 4.1. SU]Jpose that 1r is a cus]>idal, non-GM automorphic representation 0/
GL(2) over a number field K which has associated to it a Galois reprcscntation.
Suppose !{ is a quadratic extension k with T as the Galois automorphisrn of K over
k. 1f JrT rv Jr ® X for a Grössencharacter X 01 K, then X is trivial when restricted
to the ideles 01 k.

Proof: Let (J7r be the two dimensional reprcsentation of the Galois group Gal(Q/K)
of K associatcd to thc automorphic representation Jr of GL(2) of K, and let M((J'Tr)
be the 4-dimensional representation of thc Galois group Gal(Q/k} of k which is
obtainecl fronl (J7r by the proeess of tensor induetion frolll Gal (Q/K) to Gal (Q/k).
The restriction of M ((J7r) to Gai (G/K) is isomorphie to (J'7r ®a;. Thercfore since (J'7r
is irredueible and is non-CM, (J7r ® (J~ eontains atnlost 1 onc-diIncnsional reprcsen
tation of Gai (Q/K). Therefore under thc conclition (J~ S;:' (J 7r ® X, M ((J -rr) eontains
exactly 1 one-diIncnsional eharaeter of G (Li (Q/ k). So, M ((J7r) = A EB I.L l W here A
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is a 3 dinlcnsional irreduciblc representation of Gal (Q/k) and J-l is a character of
Gal(Q/k). Now we have the isomorphislllS

This iUlplics that

COlnpal'ing the 1-diInensional cOlllponents, we find that X restricted to the idele
dass group of k is trivial.

Lemma 4.2. Let 1ft and 1f2 be two cuspidal representations ofGL(2) over a number
field k which have associated Galois representations. I/1ft antl1f2 are both non-GM
and are twists of each other by a Grössencharacter over an extension of k J then 1ft

and 7r2 are twists of each other over k itself.

P roof: Lct {T1T" 1 and a 1f2 be thc two diInensional rep1'esentations 0f Gal (Q/ k )
associated to 1ft and 1f2 respectively. Since 1fi are non-CM, a1T"i 1'ernain irreducible
and non-dihedl'al over any number field by the method of R,ibet, cf [HLR]. Since
a 7rt and a1f2 are twists of each other over an extension which we can assume to
be Galois over k, we find that a1T"t 0 a;2 contains a 1-diInensional 1'eprescntation
whcn rcstricted to a normal extension of k. IIowever, by thc non-CM hypothesis and
Corollary 2.5, a 1f1 0a;2 cannot contain 11101'C than oue 1-diIuensional representation.
This in1plies that thc corresponding vector in a 1f1 0 a;2 mnst be invariant nndel'
Gal(Q/k), Le., a1ft and a1T"2 are twists of each othe1' over k.

Re~ark 4.3. Since the proofs of Lenuua 4.1 and 4.2 nse existence of Galois rep
resentations, wc are able to provc thc above lemlnas only for such autoll10rphic
representations (though the stateluent of the lel1uuas makes sense luore generally).
Indeed a very recent preprint of E. Lapid and .1. Rogawski [L-R], received by the
authors after this paper was written, uses trace fornulla to prove Leuuna 4.1 in
general. Since we use only coholllological autoluorphic reprcsentations, Lemlllas
4.1 and 4.2 suffice for our purposes. We have abused notation to use X for both a
Grössencharacter and tpe associated l-adic representation. Such an abuse of nota
tion is done at many othcr places in the paper.

Proposition 4.4. Su.ppose that 1f is a c7tspidal, non-GM autornorphic represen
tation 0/ GL(2) over areal quadratic field F which has assoeiated to it a Galois
representation. Then, for a number field k, the representation M(a1f) 0/ Gal(Q/Q)
contains a vector on whi eh Gal (Ci/ k ) act.5 trivially if and only ij thcre exis ts a
representation 7ro of GL(2) over Q such that

7r = BC(7ro) 0 X
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with W7t"Q • wp/Q . XIQ" = 1 on the image 0/ the ideles 0/ k inside the irleles 0/ Q
under the norm mapping, and where w1rQ is the central character of 1ro, WF/Q is the
character 0/ the ideles 0/Q associated by class field theory to the quadratic extension
F.

Proof: If M(a1r ) has a vector on which Gal(Q/k) acts trivially, then in particlliar
arr 0 a; has a vector on which Gal(Q/kF) aets trivially. This ilnplies that the
representations a1r and a; are twists of each other over kF, and therefore by Leluma
4.2 over F. This implies that

for some Grösseneharacter a of Gal(Q/F) which is trivial on thc ideles of Q by
Lemma 4.1. Therefore a can be written as a = XT Ix. So,

Therefore a 1r 0x- l ean be written as a base change, i.e., there exists 1fo alltomorphic
on GL(2) over Q without CM with a1f ® X-l = a1ro IF, 01' 1f = BC(1fo) ® X.

Thercfore,

So,
M(a1f) ~ (Sym2arro EB W1fo . WF/Q) 0 XIJQ"

It follows that M (a1f) contains a vector on whieh Gal (Q/k) operates trivially if and
only if W7T"Q • WF/Q . xlJQ = 1 on thc ilnagc of the idelcs of k inside the icleles of Q
under the norm mapping.

Remark 4.5. The l-adic character a of Gal(Q/F) which appears in the above
proof (anel also in the proof of Lemlna 4.2) has been ielent ifiecl to a Grössencharacter
of F. This seelllS to need some argument as not all l-adic characters COllle from
GrÖssencharacters. Since both the l-adie reprcsentations a1f and a; come from
cohomology of algebraic varieties, so does the character a of Gal(Q/K) with a; t"V

a1f 0 a. Now, it can be shown [cf. BI} that f-adic characters which appeal' in
COhOlllOlogy of algebraic varieties cOlne [roln GrÖssencharactcrs. We note that two
cllspidal autoluorpmc reprcsentations of GL(n), 11, .2: 3 with thc same adjoint L
function (of degrce 11,2) are not neccssarily twists of cach othcr by a Grössencharacter
because of exaluples of Blasius in [B2].

Question 4.6. Suppose that 1fl and 1r2 are two cllspidal autolTIorphic represen
tations of GL(n) with associated Galois represcntations al and 0"2' Supposc that
there is an f-adic character X of thc Galois group such that al = a2 . X. Then is X
associatcd to a Grösscncharacter?
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The next theorem due to Harder, Langlands and Rapaport, and which is a cou
sequence of Proposition 4.4, gives a completc paramctrization of Tate classes on a
Hilbert Modular surface coming from non-CM automorphic fonns.

Theorem 4.7. Suppose that 7r is a cuspidal non-GM automorphic rep7'esentation
of GL (2) over areal quadratic field F. A ssume that 7r contributes to thc 2nd coho
mology of the corresponding Hilben modular sur/ace. Then this contribution 0/1r
to the 2nd cohomology of the Hilbert 7Ttodular surface contains a Tate class if and
only if 7r rv BC(1ro) ® X for an automorphic representation 7ro 01 GL(2) over Q,
and a Grössencharacter X 01 F such that w7fO • WF/Q' xlJQ .V-I is 01 finite order (IJ

is the norm character on the ideles). This finite order character defines an abelian
extension 0/ Q which is the field 01 definition 0/ the corresponding Tate class.

§5. Tate classes on the product in the non-CM case

Bince thc first cohomology of a Hilbert Inodular surface vanishes, wc need only
consider thc Tate cycles which are contained in Hj(81 x 82 ), Moreovcr, the essential
cOInponent of this is

HI(Sl) ® H;(82 ).

Decomposillg this Gal(Q/Q)-nlodule according to thc action of thc lIecke algebra,
we are reduced to considering

for certain cuspidal autoInorphic forms 'lri Oll GL(2, Fd.

Theorem 5.1. Assume that 'lr1 and 1r2 are cuspidal, non-GM automorphic /07iTtS

on GL(2) over F1 and F2 respectively. Then HI(7rd o HI( 7f2) has a Tate class over
a number field k which does not come as a product 01 Tate classes Irom individual
lactors i/ and only il either

(i) F I = F21 and 7r1 and 7r2 are twists 01 each other, say 'lr1 = 7r2 0 X with the
property that

(w1f2 x)IJQ 0 v- 2

is a finite order character 0/ the idele class group 0/ Q which is trivial on the image
0/ Jk inside JQ under the norrn rnapping;

or,

(ii) 7r1 and 7f2 are 1Lp to twist by characters base change from Q to F 1 and F 2

respectively 01 the sa7ne cuspidal representation on Q, say

'lrl t"'..! BC(Il) 0 VI
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1T2 ~ BC(II*) ® 1121

for a c1J,spidal representation II on G L(2) over Q, and Grössencharacters 1)1 and 112
0/ F1 and F2 respectively, with the property that

is a finite order character 0/ the idele class group 0/ Q which is trivial on the image
0/ Jk inside JQ under the norm mapping.

Proof: Assume that there is a Tate dass in HI(1Td ® Hl(1T2) defined over k; then
in particular, Hj (1Td ® Hf (1T2) has a one-diInensional subspace invariant under
Gal(Q/kF1F2 ). By hypothesis 1fi are non-CM and therefore a1T"J rClnain irrcducible,
non-dihedral ovcr any number Held. Let 01 be an elelncnt of Gal(Q/Q) which
restricts to the non-trivial autolnorphisIll of F1 , and if F1 i=- F2 , it restricts to
the trivial automorphism of F2 ; define O2 siInilarly. Froln section 2 we know that
a1T"i 0a:~ restricted to kF1F2 is either irreducible, or is the 8UI11 of a one dinlensiona1
representation and an irrcducible 3 diInensional representation. If a1T"J ®a:~ contains
a 1 dimensional representation when restricted ta kF1F2 , it follows frolll Lelnma
4.2 that a:~ I"V a1fj ® Xi aver Fi for certain characters Xi of F i . By Lernnla 4.1, Xi

are trivial on the ideles of Q, and therefore 1Ti = BC(IId ® /-Li. Here BC is base
change to F 1 for 1TI, anel base change to F2 for 1T2.

On the other hand if a1fj ® a~~ is irrcducible for i = 1,2, then under thc hy
pothesis that HI(1Td ® Hj(1T2) has a Tate cycle over k, we have thc isomorphisln
of Gal(Q/kF1F2 ) 11lodules

Here v is thc nonn character of the ideles of Q which comes up becausc a Tate cycle
in ditnension 2n carries a twisting by the n-th power of the cyclotomic charactcr.

By LeInlnas 2.3 and 4.2, we assunle without 10ss of generality that there is an
isomorphism of Gal(Q/F 1F 2 )-lnodules

for some Grössencharacter X of F1 F2 ·

Assuille that F 1 =I=- F2 . Since 01 operates triviallyon F2 , it operates trivially
on the representation a1t"~ restricted to Gal(Q/F1F2 ). Therefore applying BI to the
isomorphism a1T"l I"V a 1f2 ® X, we find that a1t"l and a~~ are twists of each other
when restricted to F1F2 , and therefore a1T"l and a:~ are twists of each other over F1

contradicting the irredllcibility of a1t"j ® a:~.
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It follows that if Hj (1rd ® Hj (1r2) has a Tate cycle over a number field k and
either F I =1= F2 , 01' if F I = F2 , 1fl anel 1f2 are not twists of each other, thcn therc are
autorllorphic forms TI l and TI 2 for GL(2) over Q, and Grössencharacters /--LI anel /--L2

of F1 and F2 respectively, such that

Now,
H;(1fd = M(a7r .) ~ (Sym2an. ffi detail•. WFt/Q) \SI ILII JOl

H;(1r2) = M(a7f2 ) f'V (Sym2(Tn 2 ffi det (Tn 2 • wP2 /Q) ® IL2I Jo'

Therefore, Hl(1fd \SI Hj(1f2) contains a Tate eycle over k whieh is not a produet
of Tate eycles on individual faetors if there is an isorllorphism of Gal(Q/k) modules

Frorll remark 2.10, if the symmetrie squares of two non-dihedral representations
differ by a eharaeter, then the representations theInselvcs diffcr by a eharacter. So,
we ean assunle that there is eusp fonn rr on GL(2) of Q, and Grösseneharacters VI

and 1/2 of F 1 and F 2 respeetively, such that

1fl ~ BC(II) ® VI

1f2 f'V BC(II*) ® 1/2.

Now the condition above for the existencc of a Tate dass in HI(1fd ® H;(1f2) over
k translates into thc condition that the character

of the idele dass group of Q is trivial on the irnage of Jk in JQ under the norm
Inapping.

Finally, if F1 = F21 and 1fI = 1f2 ® X, then

This contains a Tate dass if and only if thc character (w7fZ • X) IJQ ® 1/-2 of thc idele
dass group of Q is trivial on the iInage of .Jk in JQ under the nonn mapping, proving
the theorem.
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Corollary 5.2. All the Tate cycles arising out of non-CM fonns on a product of
two Hilbert modular surfaces are elefined over abelian extensions of Q.

The Tate cycles constructed in case (ii) of the previous theorelll will be called
special Tate cycles, and as mentioned in the introduction, we have not been able to
find algebraic eycles corresponding to theIn.

Definition 5.3. Let II be a cusp fonn on GL(2) over Q, P'l,I.L2 Grössencharaeters
on Fb and F2 respeetively, and 7T"1 = BC(II) ® /-LI, anel 7T"2 = BC(II*) ® J-L2 be eusp
forms on GL(2) over F1 and F2 respeetively. Assluue that (t-LI/.L2)IJQ v-2 is a finite
order eharacter. Then in H;(7T"I) ® H;(7T"2) there is a Tate cycle, called .5pecial Tate
Cycle. It is elefined over an abelian extension of Q corresponding to this finite order
charaeter.

Remark 5.4. Assullle that the euspidal autoluorphic representations 7T"i of GL(2)
over Fi are base change of euspidal autoruorphie rcpresentations I1 i on G L(2) over
Q. The special classes oeeur in

where TI 1 and I12 eontribute to the eohonlology of Abelian varieties Al and A 2

(say). These Abelian varieties belong to a faluily for whieh Olle knows that all
Tate cycles are algebraie. Indeed, Ai has mllltiplieation by a field Ei satisfying
dirn Ai = [Ei: Q]. In [MI] it was proved that for such Abclian varieties whieh do
not have eomplex multiplication, the ring of Tate cycles is algebraic anel generated
by the classes of divisors. If Ai has cOluplex multiplieation, by a rcsult of Shimura,
it is isogenous over Q to apower of an elliptic eurve. It is easy to show that if
one of the Ai has cOlllplex luultiplication, then so does thc other. Hence, over Q,
Al X A 2 is isogenol,lS to a produet of elliptic curves. It is well-known that for such
an Abelian variety, all Tate cycles are algebraic. (See [M2], for a proof.) Therefore
if the isol.uorphislu H 2 (7T"i) ::: HI(I1 i )02 is induced frolu an algebraic cycle, the Tate
eycles that we construct will be algebraic.

Remark 5.5. Our construction of special cycles is very general and seerns to be yet
another example of a modular construetion of Tate cycles which has no apparent
geoluetric realization. An example of a luodular eonstruction (unrelated to ours)
which has been proved algebraic can be founel in [EG].

§6. Tate classes in the CM-case

Suppose that 7T"1 is of CM-type. Then over a sufficiently large field, H; (7rt}
decoruposes as a SUlTI of four one-dimensional representations. Fronl this it is easy
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to see that if thcre is a Tate dass in HI(7fl) ~ HI(7f2) which is not thc product of
Tate dasses on individual factors, thcn 7f2 IUUSt also be a CM fornl.

Hence we assume in this section that 7fl und 1r2 are GM c'Uspidal automorphic
representations on GL(2) over F1 and F2 respectively. Let us write 1ri = lnd('l/Ji)
for Grössencharacters 'l/Ji of an iInaginary quac1ratic extension Mi of Fi. We denote
by Vt (1/;;,) the l-adic representation of Gal(QjM;,) associated to 1/;i. The f-adic
representation G'7ri is equal to Indf,}i VI ('lj;i) , and thercforc thc restrietion of (f7r i to Mi
is Vi ('l/J;,) EB Vl ( 1/Ji) where 1/Ji is the cOlllplex conjugate of Wi. If Bi denotes an clenlCnt
of Gal(Q/Q» which is non-trivial when restrictecl to Fi , then (f~: is induced from
a Grössencharacter 1/;~ on Mt (Mt = Bi(Mi)) obtainecl fr01U thc Grössencharacter
Wi on Mi by "transport clc structurc". Over the field MI = M1ML wc have the
decomposition

Hf(1rl) ~ (Vl(W1) EB Vl(1/Jr)) ~ (Vi. ('l/JD ffi Vi (1/iD) 1

~ Vt (1/;1 1/;D ffi Vl (1/;1 ;j;~) ffi Vi (1/JlW~) ffi VI Cl[;1;j;D·

We note that the restrietion of a Grössencharacter to a field extension corresponds
to composition with the nOrIn mapping. So, in thc above clecolnposition over MI,
we have abused notation to denote 1/;1W~, for instance, for the Grössencharacter on
MI which is the product of two Grössellcharacters on MI which are obtained froln
Wl on MI and 1/;~ on M{ via composition with thc nOrIll Inapping.

For a nUlnber field F with normal closure F, set G = Gal(F /Q) and H =
Gal(F/ F). We note that thc infinity type of a Grössencharactcr on F is the same
as an integer valued function on G/ H (as G/ H can be identificd to thc set of
embcddings of F into C). The advantage of this notation for HS is that the infinity
type of a Grössencharacter 1/; on F thought of as a function on G/1J when thought
of as a function on G gives thc infinity type of the Grössencharactcr on P obtained
fronl'lj; by cOlnposing with thc n01'ln Inapping frolll P to F. We also recall that if a
Grössencharacter X of a CM extension K of a totally real Held F contriblltes to the
coholnology of the corresponding Hilbcrt rnodnlar variety, then the infinity type of
X is a set of elnbeddings of K in C whosc restrietion to F is precisely thc set of
embeddings of F into C.

We will use tbe following IClnma several tiInes in the proof of the ncxt proposition.

Lemma 6.1.

(1) Let 11,12 be two functions on a grou]} G 1-lght invariant undeT subgroups
If1,H 2 01 G. If the function 11 + 12 on G is invariant undCT the right
action 01 thc subgroup H generated by H 1 und H 2 inside G, then 11 and 12

are also invariant under the right action of H.
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(2) Let 11, 12, 13 be three functions on a group G right invariant under subgroups
H 1,H2 ,H3 oiG. Assume that /1 + /2 = /3' l/the inner conjugation action
0/ H I leaves H 2 and H 3 invariant, and i/ H 1 is a finite group which is
contained in the subgroup generated by H 2 and H 3 , then /2 i.s invariant
under the subgroup generated by H 1 and H 2 •

Proof: We only prove part (2) as part (1) is rather trivial. We have for any 9 E G,
and hEHl

/1(g) + 12(g) = 13(g),

11 (g h) + 12 (g h) = /3 (g h) .

Therefore for any 9 E G and h E If1 we have,

Since H I leaves H 2 and H 3 invariant nnder the inner conjugation action , this inlplies
that the function 12(g) - 12(gh) is invariant nnder H2 and H3 , and therefore nnder
H I • Since H 1 is a finite gronp, this implies that this function IUUSt be identically
zero, i.c., 12(g) is invariant nuder H I .

Proposition 6.2. I/ H;(1rl)®H;(1r2) supports a Tate dass which does not come as
the tensor product of Tate classes on individual/actors, then the Mi are biquadratic
extensions of Q with MI n M 2 = M, a quadratic imaginary extension 0/ Q. More
over, the infinity type of the Gr6ssencharacters 'ljJI and 'ljJ2 are invariant under the
Galois autoluorphisrn of MI over M and oi M 2 aver M.

Proof : Thc field Mi is either Galois over Q, or its normal closure Mi is of clegree
8 over Q with Galois group the clihedral group D g = {x 4 = 1, y2 = 1, yxy-l =
x-I}. We know that Hj(1rd is a sunl of 4 Grössencharacters on Mi. There
fore Hl(1rd 0 H;(1r2) is a surn of 16 Grössencharactcrs on MI M2 . If this is to
contain a Tate cyc1e, then the prodnct of a Grössencharacter Xl appearing in
Hj(1rd and a Grössencharacter X2 appearing in HI(1r2) must havc the constant
infinity type on MI M2 . By Lelnlua 6.1(1) applied to G = Gal(M1M2 /Q), H I =
Gal(M1M2 / Mt), H 2 = Gal(MIM2/M2 ), 11 the illfinity type XI, f2 the illfinity type
of X2, we find that the infinity type of the Grössencharacter Xl is invariant nnder
Gal(IVft/MI n M2 ). If MI n M2 = Q, then Xl anel X2 thelnselve correspond to
Tate classes, and we need not consider this case. If MI n M2 #- Q, we will nced to
consider several cases dependillg on this intersection. The Grössencharacter Xl is
itself the prodlict 0 f two characters 'ljJ I anel 'ljJ~ (01', 'ljJl and 1fi~ ctc.). We will apply
Lemula 6.1(2) to this situation to eleducc some properties of 'ljJI anel 'ljJ2 which will
complete the proof. We will prove the proposition assunüng PI =1= P2 •
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If MI n M 2 = M, a quadratic extension of Q, then if MI = MI, and M2 = M2 ,

both MI anel M 2 are biquadratic extensions MI = FIM, and M 2 = F2M, and since
Mi are CM extensions of Fi , M is a quadratic iInuginary field. By LClnma 6.1(1),
the infinity type of the Grössencharacters Xl on MI and X2 on M2 are the pull back
of the infinity type of Grössencharacters on M. From this it is easy to see that the
infinity type,of the Grössencharacters 'l/JI and 'l/J2 are pull back of Grössencharacters
onM.

If MI f- MI, and M l nM2 = M a quadratic extension ofQ, let M~ be thc image of
MI under an eleIllent of Gal(Q/Q) such that M~ =1= MI. Let er (resp. r) be the non
trivial element of Gal(MI/Q) stabilising MI (resp. MD. We claiIn that er does not
act triviallyon M, because otherwise r which is a conjugate of er will also act trivially
on M. This would imply that M is contained in FI which is not possible. By Lelluna
6.1(2) applied to G = Gal(MI/Q), H l =< er >, H 2 =< r >, H 3 = Gal(Ml/M), and
11 = infinity type of 'l/J1l 12 = infinity type of 'I/J'-I, 13 = infinity type of Xl, we find
that the infinity type of 'l/JI is the puH back of an infinity type [rom FI . Such infinity
types do not correspond to cohomological represcntations.

If MI nM2 = M is of degree 4 over Q, theu neithcr MI nor M 2 is Galois over Q,
and M n1ust be the biquadratic field F I F2 • An application of Lelluna 6.1(1) implies
that the infinity type of the Grössencharacter Xl on MI is pullback fron1 an infinity
type on M. Application now of LCluma 6.1(2) to G = Gal(MI /Q), H l =< er >
,H2 =< r >, H 3 = Gal(Nft/M), and thc same functions as in thc last parab'Taph,
implies that thc infinity type of the Grössencharacter 'l/JI restricted to MI, anel
therefore the infinity type of 'l/JI is puH back from FI . Again this is not allowed as
we are considering COhoIllological representations only. This completes thc proof of
the proposition.

Since any two Grössencharacters with the san1e infinity type differ by a finite
order character, and since we can construct a Grössencharacter of a nUDlber field
with a given infinity type (with obvious constraints arising out of Dirichlet Unit
theoreln)1 the previous proposition iInplies the following theorem.

Theorem 6.3. 1f 7rI and 7r2 are GM fonns on GL(2) over F 1 and F2 res]Jectively
such that Hi(7rI)®II;(7r2) contains a Tate cycle which does not come as the product
01 Tate cycles from individuallactors, then 7rl and 7r2 co.me from Gro·ssencharacters
'l/JI and 'l/J2 on biquadratic fields MI = M F I and M2 = M F2 where M is an imag
inan) quadratic extension 01 Q. M oreover the Grössencharacters 'l/Jl and 'l/J2 are
obtained up to finite order characters on the idele class group of MI and M 2 re
spectively, from Grössencharacters ePI and eP2 01 M via the norm mapping, where
ePI corresponds to an embedding 01 M into C, and eP2 also corres]Jonds to an em
bedding 0/ M into C. Gonversely, such a constr'llction gives risc to a Tate cyclc.
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The dirnension 01 the Tate cycles in H;(7fd ®H;(7f2) is 6 0/ which (J, 4 dirnensional
subspace is spanned by the tensor product 01 Tate cycles on individual lactaTs.

Remark 6.4. The autolllorphic fonll 7fI (resp. 7f2) of GL(2) over F I (resp. F2 )

in the above theoreni is not in general the base change of an autoIllorphic fornl on
GL(2) over Q even after twisting by a Grössencharacter on FI (resp. F2 ) unlikc in
thc non-CM case earlier. Thc Tate cyc1es in this theorelu are not in general defined
over abelian extensions of Q again unlike the non-CM case.
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